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A proposal has been drawn up to create management of the reserve, through the colonists who settle in the areas after this
the Tawahka Biosphere Reserve in La Tawahka Indian Federation of Honduras decree takes effect.
Mosquitia, Eastern Honduras, by Mosquitia (FITH), subject to supervision by the ExecuPawisa(MOPAWI),aHondurangroupwhich tive Branch.
The exploitation of subsoil resources by
advocates the demarcation of Indian territoinhabitants of the Reserve will be subject to
The Reserve will be divided into three federal laws and must be authorized by the
ries. The proposal was made, recognizing that
protecting forests arid the Indigenous People areas- a central natural zone, a buffer zone, government and include benefits for the
who inhabit them is both important and a legal and a settled cultural zone - which will be Tawahkacommunity. If people must move in
obligation of the Honduran government, and determinedbytheTawahkacommunity.Land order for this exploitation to be carried out,
and natural resources in the region will be they will be compensated.
includes the following points:
used as they have been traditionally, and in the
The goals of creating the Tawahka Bio- manner indicated by the Regulations for Land
Archaeological sites and objects, hissphere Reserve include guaranteeing the Use approved by the Tawahka Congress. torical documents, and other testimonies of
Tawahka people the space they need to live in Current land ownership will be respected, and the past that are found in the Reserve will be
their traditional manner; protecting sales will be allowed, with the condition that placed in the custody of Honduran Institute of
biodiversity in the central Patuca River area; the Tawahka community be given preference Anthropology and History,in accordance with
stopping encroaching deforestation; protect- over other prospective buyers.
current laws about the defense of cultural
ing natural resources to promote ecotourism,
heritage. The Institute will work in coordinaThe following activiths will not be per- tion with the Tawahka community.
scientific research, and sustainable development; and completing a continuous ecological mitted in the Reserve: incr strial exploitation
corridor that would also include theRioPlatano of the lumber, pasture-intensive cattle raising,
"All inhabitants of the Tawahka Bioillicit removal of fauna, and other activities sphere Reserve will have the same rights and
Biosphere Reserve.
that work against the biological conservation obligations as all other Hondurans."
The Reserve will be for the collective use of the Reserve. The Tawahka community,
of the Tawahka community and the people with the support of various governmental
The government will try to gain admitwho now live in the area, with the goal of entities, will be responsible for protecting the tance for the Tawahka Biosphere Reserve to
maintaining the traditional economy and resources within the Reserve. If the Tawahka the international network ofUNESCO' s Man
sustainable development The Tawahkacom- community so requests, the Honduran Armed and Biosphere program.
munities will promote, plan, and execute the Forces will take necessary measures to eject
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After a long struggle for economic
and political rights, the fuuit people
won the political rights over a region which is more than 770,000
square miles (1/5 of the Canadian land mass). The governmentagreed to the creation of a
new political subdivision of
Canada, which will carry the
name of "Nunavut," meaning
"Our Land" in the fuuit language. fu addition, the government accepted the terms that this
territory be independent of the
Northwest Territories.
To the 17,000 fuuit people living in
the Great North, this agreement marks a victory after a long struggle, which began after the
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European explorers claimed the
Arctic archipelago. In addition
to political and territorial control, the fuuit will receive
economic advantages
through this accord in the
fonn of an indemnity of
one million dollars, payable within 14 years.
Experts believe that
the Nunavut Territory is
rich in oil, natural gas and
precious metals. The fuuit
will grant limited rights for
the exploitation of these resources.
Source: NitanissanBulletin.
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